**Block Eight ••• Long 9 Patch**

**Rulers**

Large Flying Geese Ruler by Quilt in a Day
On Point Ruler by Quilt in a Day
6” x 12” Ruler

**Cutting Chart**

- **Background**
  - (2) pairs 3” x 6”
  - (1) 11” square
  - (4) 3¼” x 3”
- **Corners**
- **Flying Geese**
- **Center Nine Patch**
- **Medium Blue**
  - (4) 5” squares
- **Corners**
- **Accent Blue**
  - (4) 3¼” squares
- **Center Nine Patch**
- **Dark Red**
  - (1) 9½” square
- **Flying Geese**
- **Light Green**
  - (1) 3” square
- **Center Nine Patch**
Making (4) 4” x 8” Flying Geese Patches

1. Center 9½” Dark Red square right sides together to the 11” Background square. Draw a diagonal line going through all four corners. Sew ¼” from both sides of the drawn line.

2. Cut on the drawn line.

3. Press seams towards the large triangle. Layer the two patches right sides together so the outside edges line up. The seams are parallel.

4. Draw one diagonal line crossing the previous sewn seams. Sew ¼” from both sides of the drawn lines.

5. Cut on drawn line.
6. Clip the seam in the back for the Geese patches to lay flat.

7. Using the Large Flying Geese Ruler, Square up the patches to 4" x 8" Finished size.
**Making (4) On Point Patches**

1. Place (4) 5" squares on cutting mat. Mark 2½" in from two sides of each square.

2. Cut from mark to opposite corner.

3. Place two pairs of 3" x 6" Background rectangles. Each pair should be right sides together. Cut in half on one diagonal. Stack triangles right side up.

4. Split triangles apart and place Kites between them, right side up.

5. Flip Kite onto left triangle. Line up Kite ¼" from top of triangle. Assembly line sew. Press seam open with triangle on top, open, and press towards triangle.
6. Trim tip even with Kite. Place Kite beside right triangle. Flip right sides together, lining up triangle ¼” from top of Kite. Assembly line sew.

7. Open and press towards triangle.

8. Place 4½” On Point Ruler on patch. Trim on all four sides.
Making the Nine Patch Center

1. Layout (4) 3½" accent Blue squares, (4) 3½" x 3" Background rectangles and (1) 3" Light Green square.

2. Sew to complete Rows. Press seams away from Background.

Putting the Block Together

1. Lay out the patches to complete the Block.

2. Sew to complete the Rows. Press seams toward the Flying Geese patches.